Spring 2020 Highlights

Titles not to be missed out on!

The Verso Book of Dissent
Revolutionary Words from Three Millennia of Rebellion and Resistance
Pbk • £9.99 • 416pp
June • 978 1 78873 911 5

2021 Verso Radical Diary
Pbk • £12.99 • 144pp
Aug • 978 1 83976 024 2

Verso Notebook
Pbk • £9.99 • 144pp
Sep • 978 1 83976 150 8

Burn It Down!
Feminist Manifestos for the Revolution
BREANNE FAHS
Hbk • £20 • 528pp
March • 978 1 78873 538 4

Designing Disorder
Experiments and Disruptions in the City
RICHARD SENNETT & PABLO SENDRA
Hbk • £14.99 • 160pp
Apr • 978 1 78873 780 7

Set the Night on Fire
L.A. in the Sixties
MIKE DAVIS & JON WIENER
Hbk • £25 • 800pp
Apr • 978 1 78478 022 7

Searching for Socialism
The Project of the Labour New Left from Benn to Corbyn
LEO PANITCH & COLIN LEYS
Pbk • £14.99 • 320pp
Apr • 978 1 78873 874 7

Sinews of War and Trade
Shipping and Capitalism in the Arabian Peninsula
LALEH KHALILI
Hbk • £20 • 368pp
Apr • 978 1 78873 631 2

Disobey!
A Philosophy of Resistance
FRÉDÉRIC GROS
Hbk • £14.99 • 224pp
May • 978 1 78873 631 2

What Comes After Farce
HAL FOSTER
Hbk • £18.99 • 224pp
May • 978 1 78873 811 8

Alpha City
How London Was Captured by the Super-Rich
ROWLAND ATKINSON
Hbk • £16.99 • 256pp
Jun • 978 1 78873 797 5

Bland Fanatics
Liberals, Race and Empire
PANKAJ MISHRA
Hbk • £16.99 • 224pp
July • 978 1 78873 733 3

Feminist City
Claiming Space in a Man-Made World
LESLIE KERN
Hbk • £12.99 • 224pp
July • 978 1 78873 981 8

War In The Age of Trump
The Defeat of ISIS, the Fall of the Kurds, the Conflict with Iran
PATRICK COCKBURN
Hbk • £18.99 • 320pp
Aug • 978 1 78873 784 5

An Army Like No Other
How the Israel Defense Force Made a Nation
HAIM BRESHEETH-ZABNER
Hbk • £25 • 448pp
Aug • 978 1 78873 784 5
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New In Paperback and New Editions

Revolting Prostitutes
The Fight for Sex Workers’ Rights
MOLLY SMITH & JUNO MAC
Pbk • £9.99 • 288pp
Mar • 978 1 78663 361 3

Minima Moralia
Reflections from Damaged Life
THEODOR ADORNO
Pbk • £9.99 • 272pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 853 8

Against Creativity
OLI MOULD
Pbk • £9.99 • 192pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 855 2

The Return of the Political
CHANTAL MOUFFE
Pbk • £9.99 • 176pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 856 9

Minima Moralia
against creativity

A Writer of Our Time
The Life and Work of John Berger
JOSHUA SPERLING
Pbk • £11.99 • 304pp
Apr • 978 1 78663 743 7

The System of Objects
JEAN BAUDRILLARD
Pbk • £9.99 • 240pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 854 5

Fortunes of Feminism
From State-Managed Capitalism to Neoliberal Crisis
NANCY FRASER
Pbk • £9.99 • 352pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 857 6

The Management of Savagery
How America’s National Security State Fueled the Rise of Al Qaeda, ISIS, and Donald Trump
MAX BLUMENTHAL
Pbk • £10.99 • 400pp
Jul • 978 1 78873 544 0

Against Creativity
OLI MOULD
Pbk • £9.99 • 192pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 855 2

Fully Automated Luxury Communism
A Manifesto
AARON BASTANI
Pbk • £9.99 • 288pp
Jun • 978 1 78866 263 0

The System of Objects
JEAN BAUDRILLARD
Pbk • £9.99 • 240pp
Mar • 978 1 78873 854 5

The Social Photo
On Photography and Social Media
NATHAN JURGENSON

The Invention of the Jewish People
SHLOMO SAND
Pbk • £10.99 • 368pp
Aug • 978 1 78873 661 9

The Invention of the Jewish People
SHLOMO SAND
Pbk • £10.99 • 368pp
Aug • 978 1 78873 661 9
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